Population pharmacokinetic modelling of carbamazepine in epileptic elderly patients: implications for dosage.
Proper use of antiepileptic drugs in the elderly involves knowledge of their pharmacokinetics to ensure a patient-specific balance between efficacy and toxicity. However, populations of epileptic patients on chronic carbamazepine (CBZ) therapy which have been studied have included data of relatively few elderly patients. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the population pharmacokinetics of CBZ in elderly patients on chronic monotherapy. We have used the non-parametric expectation maximization (NPEM) program in the USC*PACK collection of PC programs to estimate individual and population post-induction pharmacokinetics of CBZ in epileptic elderly patients who received chronic CBZ monotherapy. Age-related changes of CBZ population pharmacokinetics were evaluated from routine therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) data of 37 elderly and 35 younger patients with epilepsy. As a 'historical control' we used previously published population modelling results from 99 young epileptic patients on chronic CBZ monotherapy. In that control group, TDM was performed in the same pharmacokinetic (PK) laboratory, using the same sampling strategy as in the present study, and the same PK population modelling software was used for data analysis. A poor correlation was found between daily CBZ dose and serum concentrations in the elderly patients (r=0.2, P=0.25). Probably statistically significant difference in the median values of the CBZ metabolic rate constant (P<0.001) between elderly and relatively young epileptic patients was found. Our results showed that age-related influences in CBZ pharmacokinetics in elderly patients should be considered in the optimal planning of CBZ dosage regimens. Most elderly patients with epilepsy will usually need CBZ dosages lower than those based on the median population PK parameter values obtained from younger patients. The present population model is also uniquely well suited for the new 'multiple model' design of dosage regimens to hit target therapeutic goals with maximum precision.